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 that is the truth, this manga is full of commercials, and you can see it from one single panel. Jilly says: February 15, 2022 at 10:43 am. well I think that this manga is about a man who is infected with a virus that is able to only influence an one of his body parts and control it. Not much people know, as its not popular. Nirems says: February 15, 2022 at 10:45 am. when you read about the virus you have
the definition of it in your head… (the virus is a viral pneumonia, you can read about it in encyclopaedias, dictionaries, wikipedias… its not that hard). this manga was only about 2 pages before you end it with the explanation about the virus. that’s the problem with it that you can just read it in a few seconds and not feel it… as I said before, I agree with the viewer. Amateur says: February 15, 2022 at
10:49 am. I hope this causes a boom in piracy. Doregeo says: February 15, 2022 at 10:50 am. Yeah like I was saying, this manga was crap, the author should have improved it at least a little bit, or he should have just started a new manga. Lol:D Nirems says: February 15, 2022 at 10:51 am. uuhhh not that I’m complaining about it, but it is kinda weird. It’s a virus that is able to only influence one of your

body parts. The writer tried to make the virus a very very unique one. But he’s telling us about it, and it’s kinda a virus that has a meaning to it. Hikage says: February 15, 2022 at 10:54 am. I hate this manga and the author. I do not like the fact that the main character has pink hair, is female and is 13. How the fuck can the people be so blind? This is just one of many ways that bad manga are not
getting out of the manga fandom. Amateur says: February 15, 2022 at 10:56 am. Looks like the pirate fans have started paying attention. A virus that is only able to 520fdb1ae7
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